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Research suggests that north-south positions on maps 
have psychological consequences. In general, north is 
associated with richer people, more expensive real 
estate, and higher altitude, while south is associated 
with poorer people, cheaper prices, and lower altitude 
(the "north-south bias"). When participants were 
presented with south-up oriented maps, this north-
south bias disappeared. Recent political upheaval in 
Europe might lead to the map remaining this way!?



Outline
• The country in a moment!
• The context – generically, institutionally and legislatively
• Kaikoura – from ‘wicked’ to ‘wow!’: what and how
• Lessons from Kaikoura – including the fish hooks
• Marlborough Sounds – similar but different: what can be 

done?
• Conclusions and where to from here



Aotearoa/New Zealand in a nutshell
• World cup rugby winners 3x; only unbeaten team at the last football world cup, 

etc
• Around 4.5m people living in a country often described in two ways: “clean and 

green”; ‘the last bus stop’
• Just about the only significant developed economy relying on primary industries 

(including tourism – our single biggest industry), and an economy driven through 
use of renewable resources

• World’s 4th largest EEZ – incredibly diverse coastal environment; large fishing 
and aquaculture industries; most people living by the coast

• One of only countries to have a Treaty (of Waitangi) signed between the Crown 
and indigenous peoples (Maori)



The ‘problem’ context - generically
• As with many countries the occupation of space and contests over the use, 

protection and enjoyment of coastal-marine resources is hotly contested in NZ
• And increasingly the links between land use, freshwater and coastal-marine 

ecosystems through ‘interface ecosystems’ (estuaries etc) are being recognised
• But in this space there is no integrated marine policy and a mix of competing 

agencies, legislations, cultures and commercial and other interests
• It should not surprise then to know that in many parts of the country from the 

far north to the bottom of the south there are ongoing and unresolved 
‘conflicts’ occurring.

• In this paper I look at two ‘contestations’ and lessons from one that may inspire 
progress in the other, but with fish hooks!



NZ’s institutional and policy context – in an ‘acronymic’ 
nutshell

• NZ has the world’s longest running QMS – set up under the Fisheries Act 1986: great but has its 
limitations. Allocates managed fish stocks to the environment, recreation, customary and commercial 
interests. Managed by MPI

• Aquaculture as with most other resource uses in NZ managed under the RMA 1991 – effects based 
legislation and first of type in world

• NZCPS under RMA sets the context for RMA related coastal-marine activities: responsibility of DOC, 
but devolved to RCs

• Marine reserves, marine mammals, etc managed by DOC
• Traditional Maori rights embedded in the Fisheries Act 1996 (e.g., Taiapure and Mahinga Mātaitai 

reserves) and commercial enterprises under Maori Fisheries Act 2004
• Treaty of Waitangi and claims thereunder leading to return of fish stocks to Iwi owned companies



It is within this context we visit Kaikoura, on the eastern side of the South 
Island



Kaikoura – its geographical contexts

• Biophysically incredibly diverse from high mountains to a deep sea trench in just 
a few kms

• Smallest DC in NZ - tiny rating base, i.e., c.3000 people - administers land aspects
• Economy based on tourism (whale watching), dairy farming, fishing
• Separate runanga based in Kaikoura but part of Ngai Tahu
• ECan is the RC
• Nelson-Marlborough region of DoC - DoC officers will not administer Fisheries 

Act in terms of Compliance and Law Enforcement
• Administered through Dunedin office of MPI, with compliance based in 

Christchurch
• MfE office in Wellington



The start of the ‘wicked environmental problem’: the 
marine reserve proposal for Kaikoura

• Following extensive targeted discussion and negotiation, it was decided that an NGO 
would proceed with a proposal to DoC.

• Proposal submitted 1992, under Marine Reserves Act 1971.
• Lots of debate between commercial fishers, Ngai Tahu and others about 

appropriateness of the proposal, about other issues, etc. Nothing happened.
• 1997 MP for Kaikoura, Doug Kidd, claimed a decision expected soon, based on 

consensus gained from a mediation process he would run = No consensus was ever 
reached.

• For around 13 years status of the application = officially “it is so old it has become legally 
‘stale’ and has to undergo further research before being set before the Minister of 
Conservation” (source: www.forest-bird.org.nz/marine/reserves/applications.asp accessed 12/7/05 - no longer accessible: July 2010)

http://www.forest-bird.org.nz/marine/reserves/applications.asp%20accessed%2012/7/05


Revisiting the problem – institutional and policy 
analysis: everyone had ‘skin in the game’ but …

• DoC has a Conservation Management Strategy & administers much key legislation, 
e.g., Marine Reserves Act, Marine Mammals Protection Act, National Parks Act and 
Wildlife Act

• ECan has a Regional Coastal Plan (see below re NCPS)
• No fisheries management planning under Fisheries Act 1996 (MPI) or Maori 

Fisheries Act, e.g., Taiapure areas or Mataitai reserves
• District plan only land down to MHWS - then DoC, ECan and MPI
• NCPS provides no tangible assistance and does not include marine reserves (DoC) 

or fish (MPI)
• Tangata whenua have own policy perspectives. 

• BUT: no overarching policy framework



So, what was the problem?
• Lots of pressures on the Kaikoura marine environment: sewage discharge, 

tourism and fishing (most significant?)
• Fishing pressures not always well managed, e.g., lack of enforcement and 

paua depletion
• While many concerned about marine environment there is no 

coordinating institutional and/or policy approach, e.g., where is the 
Oceans’ Policy initiative?

• Essentially there was no process to develop a problem solving framework 
and therefore the range of potential problem solving opportunities were 
not being explored, i.e., people fell into a goal trap (of single issue 
promotion of a MR at the cost of all other opportunities).



What were the barriers inhibiting this 
sort of approach?

• Turf wars between key central and local government agencies, e.g., 
DoC, MPI & ECan (and NGOs?)

• Lack of vision
• Lack of willingness
• Lack of strategic thinking
• Goal traps
• Concern that an alternative approach would take too long
• Concern that an alternative approach would cost too much



Our ongoing ‘postgraduate’ research in Kaikoura constantly 
led us to the following suggestion, from 1995 onwards!

• There is/was an impasse.
• A wise head or strategically-minded organisation(s) should call for 

development of a non-statutory planning process for Kaikoura’s coastal-
marine resources 

• The process needs an independent chair, should be based in Kaikoura, 
should be fully participatory, etc

• Need to learn from and work with Maori 
• Look at models, including non-statutory, that have worked elsewhere and 

see if there is any chance here, e.g., Guardians of Fiordland approach



2005 the Te Korowai process began
• Promoted first by DOC (and its Minister) but then agreed to and funded 

by multiple organisations including MPI and the local regional council
• Long running
• Independent facilitator
• Inclusive but based on Maori principles and hosted at the local 

Takahanga marae
• Ultimately led to …



2005 and onwards initiatives
• A lot more community 

based dialogue resulting in 
…

• On 27th October 2012 Hon 
Amy Adams, Minister for 
the Environment launched 
the Kaikoura Marine 
Strategy 2012 at Takahanga 
marae

http://www.teamkorowai.org.nz/docs/Kaikoura_Marine_Strategy_lo_res.pdf


The ‘new’ process included voices from the 
past and was designed to be inclusive



It led to:

Gifts and Gains 
– see 

http://fishnet.co.nz/teamkorowai/
docs/Te_Korowai_Strategy_August

_2011.pdf

- accessed 13 July 2012

http://fishnet.co.nz/teamkorowai/docs/Te_Korowai_Strategy_August_2011.pdf


What all this 
means from a  

marine 
protected 
area and 

Maori 
fisheries 

perspective …



Lessons, and a fish hook or two

• The impasse around the marine reserve proposal stalled improved marine 
resource management in the Kaikoura area, for many years.

• The pre 2005 process smacked of compartmentalisation, lack of coordination, etc 
and led to huge transaction costs, etc. 

• There was always an opportunity for an integrated approach if key barriers to 
integration removed

• Staggeringly it took over a decade for appropriate leadership to be promoted 
and emerge, and to deliver, for everyone

• The fish hooks: in many ways Kaikoura was easy - no aquaculture (meaning no 
permanent space occupation), one iwi, clear objectives

• Could the same or similar approach in the Marlborough Sounds?



The Marlborough Sounds story, very briefly!
– Biophysical: incredibly diverse; multiple fiords and islands; very productive marine 

environment
– Socio-cultural: strong indigenous Maori connection (6 different iwi), very small 

permanent  population, large visitor population esp in summer
– Economic: relies on aquaculture (mussels and salmon in particular), tourism and 

holidaying (including for recreational fishing), forestry and farming, and fishing 
(paua mainly)

– Existing marine reserve, long running disputes re recreational fishing limits etc, long 
running debates about allocation of space to aquaculture, concerns about declining 
paua stocks, sedimentation from forestry and agriculture

– So – given another ‘wicked problem’ what is happening, just up the road from 
Kaikoura?



The Marlborough Sounds, South Island, NZ



It’s all happening, or is it?



One of the fish hooks! Will the big boys play 
properly in the same room?



Trouble is the ‘big boys’ are multiple, and …

• Big aquaculture interests might try to rule the roost
• 6 iwi with sometimes overlapping interests, including aquaculture
• ‘competing’ government departments – DOC and MPI
• Might struggle to get other key interests in the room: farming and forestry
• Cost – who is going to pay given the above?

• So – moving in to a solution space means getting the incentives right to play the 
game …



Getting the incentives right
• Careful but assertive political leadership is required with key Ministers 

saying the right things about process and outcomes – this ultimately 
happened at Kaikoura, but is it happening in Marlborough?

• Political message to commercial interests: they have a social 
responsibility as well as their environmental and economic ones

• Telling the commercial interests that government will not work with 
them alone – they have to be part of a consensus process

• Government providing active facilitation support, i.e., process funding, 
and understanding that good decision making takes time, but saves 
time



Conclusions and take home messages
• Collaborate processes are hard work and cost money and take time and 

involve tradeoffs (and they seem to deliver)
• While the alternative is often court battles, ongoing and very high 

transaction costs, and social disharmony all contributing to worsening 
environmental and related outcomes

• The message from Kaikoura’s Te Korowai process was that bad process did 
cost and good process did gain, for everyone

• But, if the benefits are so demonstrable why doesn’t everyone commit to 
collaboration? Because: it is hard work, costs money and takes time and 
involves tradeoffs

• But, the solution space, of well designed and managed collaboration is far 
better than the alternative!!!
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